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the zte blade a a530 is based on the mediatek helio p60 processor
and runs on miui 14 based on android 9. the smartphone has a 6.82
inch hd+ display with a 19.5:9 aspect ratio and 1080 x 2160 pixels
resolution. the smartphone is coupled with 16mp + 8mp back and

front camera, a 4850mah battery, fingerprint scanner and a
qualcomm snapdragon 4g lte modem. zte blade a a530 is powered
by a mediatek mtk6761 dual-core processor and runs on miui 14
based on android 9. this smartphone has a 5.45 inch hd+ display
with a 19.5:9 aspect ratio and 720 x 1440 pixels resolution. the

smartphone is coupled with a 5-megapixel back and front camera, a
2,660mah removable battery, and a 0.9-inch amoled display. the zte
blade a a530 is powered by a mediatek helio p60 dual-core processor
and runs on miui 14 based on android 9. the smartphone has a 6.82
inch hd+ display with a 19.5:9 aspect ratio and 1080 x 2160 pixels
resolution. the smartphone is coupled with a 16mp + 8mp back and

front camera, a 4850mah removable battery, a 0.9-inch amoled
display and a fingerprint scanner. the zte blade a a530 is powered by
a mediatek mtk6761 dual-core processor and runs on miui 14 based

on android 9. this smartphone has a 5.45 inch hd+ display with a
19.5:9 aspect ratio and 720 x 1440 pixels resolution. the zte blade is

still a good performer on a budget, and a great upgrade from the
oneplus 6, but what about the oneplus 7 pro, which costs a similar

$499? it comes with the same 7,280mah battery, but it also offers a
snapdragon 855 cpu with 8gb of ram. there are no compromises

here, especially considering the oneplus 7 pro looks great. a bigger
battery and a higher-resolution display are still useful, though, so

dont let the price tag put you off.
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the blade 20 pro goes official in china at
starting price of cny 1,499 (approx.

$224). before downloading the
wallpapers, make sure to check the

specs and details of the new
smartphone. on the front, the

smartphones features a 6.5-inch ips lcd
display which has a 20:9 aspect ratio and

1080 x 2160 pixels resolution. the
smartphone is coupled with mediatek
dimensity 720g chipset and runs on

mifavor 10.5 based on android 10. the
new blade has a 15.7-inch display that
runs on a quad-core rockchip processor
clocked at 2.2ghz, and it supports up to

256gb of onboard storage and 1tb of
expandable storage. you also get 8gb of
ram, a micro sd slot, and a qualcomm
snapdragon 850 chipset. there are two

front-facing speakers, too, plus there are
stereo speakers on either side of the

infinity-o display. you also get a
3360mah battery, 5.5-inch fhd+ display,
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dolby vision, and more. razer still keeps
its brand recognizable, with a model for

business users, and now consumers have
the blade 14, too. this 14-inch device
costs $1,200 and comes with a quad-
core intel core i5-9300h processor, a
razer chroma rgb backlit keyboard, a

5,000mah battery, an nvidia geforce gtx
1080 gpu, and more. you can also sip

drinks on a 20.5-inch in-plane switching
touchscreen display and enjoy the choice
of 16gb or 32gb of ram, too, along with a
64gb or 256gb ssd. if youve been looking

for a smartwatch with a few unusual
features, the huawei watch gt 2nd

edition could be the right one for you.
looking like a diver, this new smartwatch
from huawei has an interesting design.

the huawei watch gt 2nd edition features
a crisp, professional stainless steel case.
its band also is available in several colors
like brown, black, and silver. the huawei
watch gt 2nd edition is also packed with

smart features. it houses a 40mm
display, and water resistance up to 50
meters. you can wear it for swimming

without any worries. as for the hardware,
it features a mediatek mt6735 quad-core
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1.45ghz cpu with an adreno 505 gpu. the
android wear os version of the watch is

out of the box, and is running on version
3.0. the watch comes with several apps,

including news, fitness, information,
weather, and more. 5ec8ef588b
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